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1. " If an event happen on the average once in m times, m being greater
than unity, then it is -more likely to happen lens than once in m times
than it is to happen more than once in m times." In the present paper
I undertake to prove this novel proposition, which maybe enunciated
more explicitly thus:—" If an event may happen in b ways and fail
in a ways, a being greater than b, and all these ways are equally
likely to occur, then, ft trials being made, where fi is any multiple of
a + b, large or small, or any random number, the event is more likely
t.o happen less than --—- times than it is to happen more than ——-(t + b a + b
times." Moreover, if the ratio of a to b be greater than 4, I shall
ventnre to assert and prove a wider proposition, viz., that the event
is •mom likely than not to happen less than —— times. This amounts
to saying that if a die, for instance, be thrown any number of times,
large or small, chosen at random, the number of appearances of the
ace is more likely than not to be less than •£- of the number of throws.
.For reasons which will bo stated in Art. 32, 1 am com\)Gl\e& at present
to qualify the foregoing statements by the limitation that 6 = 1.
2. The first suggestion of snch a proposition arose in this way.
At the beginning of the present year I was engaged, for a purpose to
.be elsewhere recorded, in the collection and examination of upwards
of •!•(),()()() random digits; and was considerably surprised to lind that,
aggregating the results, each digit presented itself, with unexpected
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frequency, lass than
 TV of the number of times. For instance, in
100 sets of 150 digits each, I found that a digit presented itself in a
set more frequently under 15 times than over 15 times ; similarly in
the case of 80 sets each of 250 digits, and also in other aggregations.
Attempts to get rid of the discrepancy proved futile, it reappearing
•with such persistency as to demand an explanation. Doubts arose
at first as to the randomness of the digits ; but subsequent laborious
calculations of each separate term of (T'O+TV)250 a n ( l (tV + Tii)1'^ *-°
six places of decimals, elicited the fact that the discrepancy was to be
expected; and, a like result persistently appearing in other numerical
expansion tests, the idea was suggested of examining closely the rela-
tion between the sum of the first it terms and the .sum of the last
/ „ | \»("ti)
n<i terms in the general expansion of ( H 1
Strange to say, although mathematicians of the highest eminence
have, ever since the discovery of the binomial, theorem, devoted
themselves to the scientific treatment of probability, and even in
some cases to its unscientific treatment (in such instances as the
credibility of witnesses, or the fallibility of juries, or discussions as
to whether the acquisition of £100 is of greater or less "importance"
or " value " to a man possessing £10,000 than is the acquisition of
£10 to a man possessing £1000 !), there seems no trace of previous
investigations of this particular matter. It is true that, when n is
very large, it has been constantly assumed that the two sums of
terms are almost exactly equal; but even this,! believe, has never been
strictly demonstrated,* nor have attempts buen made to show to what
closeness of approximation the equality may be relied on. Moreover,
as we shall see in Art. 22, it is necessary that not n only, but
also, should be a large number, if the two sums of terms are kr-
a + 1 h
lie approximately equal at all.
'•). Jn what follows, we shall presume throughout that u, a, h are
positive integers, and a always greater than b; i.e., in no case less
r
 The assumption has generally been b a w d (HO far sis T have observed) on the
fact t ha t , when 11 is infinite and r finite, the »•••!> te rm before the (nb+iyh in
—•—\- ) differs only infrnitesinuilly from the rtli term after i t ; no
a+b a+bj J
account being taken, (i.) of what hnppcnft when r becomes equal, for instance, to
hib or thereabouts, nor of the fact (ii.) that the sum of aninh'nito number of infini-
tesimal dift'erenocH may itself represent a finite ditlerence, nor (iii.) that the terms
after the (nb+ l)tli infinitely exceed, in number, the terms before it.
u 2
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H ) in descending.
a + b a + b/ 8
powers of a, the greatest term is tho (nb + l)a\ which may also be
called the neutral term. The first nb terms may conveniently be
denominated tho.short-side, and the last TOO terms the long-side, of the
expansion.
When the odds against an event are a to b, and the number of
trials is a multiple of a + b, we shall call it a. complete set of trials ;
when not a multiple of a + b, it may be called a broken set.
We will investigate the most important case first—it is
I. Complete Sets.
( a b \natul>1 I in descendinqa + b a + b) '
•powers of a - , the sum of the, first nb terms ahvays exceeds the sum of
the. hutt na terms; the. excess is a maximum whan n — I, and constantly
diminishes as n increases, lyinij ahvays between • — • times the
. . . . f a . b Ym+"* , 1 a —b .. .T . .
qrealest term in ( — • + , I find — times the qreatest
•' \a + b a + b) 3 a + b
levin in ( - - •• + r ) ; 'its ultimate value, when n is very larqe,
\a + b a + hj '
, . T i l tt —6
hriuij equal- t.it --- — - . . .:
•» v2nnab(jiFoi{j\n;r,/i:.—(1) IB the excess bo developed in powers of —, its
first two terms are
:i a + b{ 45M "ah {a + b)" ' )
where 0n is tho greatest term for the index na + nb.
(2) If the sum of the first nb terms of the expansion be similarly
developed, its first three terms are
L a + 2h { 1+ A (a{ 1+
 Q
2 3(a + 6)( 45?* ab {a + b)) '"
with ii correspondiii^ formula for the sum of the hist na terms.
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5. For the sake of brevity, we will employ the symbol (a, b)r to
denote the rth power of '—— + - , , and the symbol (a, l ) r to denote
a + b a + b
the rth power of — - H .
J
 a+\ a + l
Now it will easily be seen, if we multiply the separate terms of
(<?, J>Y by tlie separate terms of {a, b)\ that the mini of the first
p terms of (a, b)r*1 is less than the sum of the first ^ terms of (a, b)r,
by —-- times the «th term of (a, b)r; and the sum of the tirst ^ + 1
'a + b '
terms of (</, h)r+1 is greater ill an tlio sum <vf tlie first p icrmR of
(r», h)r, by •• a • times the (m + l)1Jl tonn of ('T, h)r.
' a -f- o
'J'his being ])remised, and employing Siu,+nn to denote, the short-
side (/'.'•., tin; sum of tlie. first, n + 1 terms) of (a, 1)"" '"" , where / hits
any value from 1 to a + l , both inclusive; and *S'IWMI to denote the
short-side (/./•., the sum of the first u terms) of (a, 1)"""'? we have
Ul
 t ennof (a, 1)""+"= <7rt,
athei:uforc N „ -
 (SY , = - _ '*. .. fj
<t- + .1
"< ita
^ + 1 ) ferni ol (", .1) = • '.«„,
t l i e r e l o r e o , , , , , , , , i — n , , r t 4 „ , • > = -
1
+ • • • / (
n+
( » + l ) » . | . m , , o l ( , , , l ; - = ( l 7
and so on, till we arrive a I.
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Hence, by addition, -S',l(a+I)-&'(H+i)(«+i)
h°"+-hr"\—!LT1++1 / 1hr"\—!LT1+ , 1 ^
a-f 1 a + 1 / . 1 / , 1 \ / . 2 \
• f » + — (« + — ) ( « + —)
the j t H l term inside the bracket being
_
(,+.!.)(„+«.) ...(n+JL)
We shall consequently have to find the value of
(3. Employing a well-known formula (see, for instance, Todhuntev'H
Algelra, p. 557, Ex. 155), we have
1+ '(i+l)
 +0-l)r(r+l)(8r+2)
7' _ ^» (a +1) "24?*' («4-1)3
2 m
Denote this by 1— — + -^ ,
u 11.
multiplying, and equating coefficients, we easily obtain x and y, giving
, , . 1 1 ,,
+ t e r m s m ••••••, — - , &c.
Summing the values of this expression from r = 1 to r = a, a
process which, though somewhat tedious, presents no difficulty, we
obtain
>r+T± -4.'/'- _ 1 ^Lt 2 .4 .J1 ! t
' "
f
 " ~ ~n G + M*
— r~?—TTT 1 ?" ""nn'TTiT + terms m , &c. > Gn.
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7, If Gu+X denote the greatest term in (a, 1)(»+1K°+1), we have
2 )...
a 4-1/
\ a/\ aJ \ a/
Sabstituting a for r in the value of Tr given in Art. 6, we have
consequently
2n
8. Let now
y- + 4 - + ...) 6?,,,
n n I
where x, y, z are functions of a, not containing n. Then
I n v? J
hy the preceding- article. Expanding , and equating coefficients
1 1 . *" H+ .
of — and —- in the resultant expression with the corresponding
n nJ
coefficients in the expression at the end of Art. 6, we easily obtain
the values of x and y, giving
9. Let A,, denote the excess of the short-side over the long-side of
(a, I)'"1*". Then, the sum of all the terms in the expansion being
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equal to unityr we have
where i/r (a) = 2<j> (a) —1.
It seems fairly evident a priori that if/ (a) must = 0, but attempts at
a rigid demonstration have given more trouble than anything else in
the present paper. The unknown terms in — , -T, &c, preclude
ir u
any tests by numerical examples when n is finite, and when n is
infinite numerical tests are not possible. How do we know but .that
if/ (a) is some quantity which for any given value of: a is infinitesimal,
and not absolute zero Y The difficulty, by abstract methods, lies in
not " begging the question " in the very act of pi'oving it. And, if
we left it uncertain, many of the conclusions which are about to
follow would be inadmissible, since our present subject consists
largely in the comparison, by addition and subtraction, of other
infinitesimal quantities, among which the existence of an unknown
infinitesimal if/ (a) would work sad havoc ; and we must not make the
unauthorized assumption which we adversely criticised in the foot-
note to page 291.
Tt may be sufficient here, however, to assure the reader that we
shall prove, by a very indirect but perfectly conclusive method in
Art. 38, that \p (a) = 0 absolutely. Assuming it in the meanwhile,
we obtain
+ 1) (. n 45a (a + 1) )2 3
10. Tlio method uT Arts. 5-8 may bu utilized to lind 1.1 io .sum of i,liu
short-side terms of (a, h)""*"1'. As in Art. f>, AVO obtain, for the excess
of the first nb terms of (a, h)""*"1' over the first ub + 1 terms of
(a, fc)<»+1)(»+''>, the expression
h J a + h \ a + h/\ a + b)
The series inside the bracket will have to be summed to a + b — I
instead of a terms, leading to an expression much more complicated
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than the one for 2 \+. . . + Ta in Art. 6. It will also be iioted that the
flhort-side of (a, byn*l)ia*b) consists of nb + b terms in all: we must
therefore express the sum of the remaining 6—1 terms in the form
of the product of On by some function of a, b, and n. Combining
this with the former expression, the result will be obtained. There
is no difficulty about the method, but the expressions become
extremely cumbrous and unwieldy. My own attempt resulted' finally
in a coefficient of — containing 19 terms involving powers of 6 from
br> downwards combined with powers of a from a8 downwards. This
kind of work seems needless, however, as a little consideration will, I
think, in the next article suffice to show that the formula for
<a, 6)'w+"'' can be immediately deduced from that for (a,- 1)'I<1+".
11. The formula of Art. 9 is, of course, applicable when h is sub-
stituted for a, and nb for n, giving
(• 1 2 (7,.-l)(27.4-1) ]0
This expresses the sum of the first nb terms of the expansion of
(h, iyb*+'>'' in-the form of a constant, together with a function of h
and n, a factor of the latter being the (nb + l)t]* term of the expansion.
Now, if. 7i, instead of being an integer, were a fraction, each of the
first nb + 1 terms of the expansion wonld be of the same algebraical
form, and thei-efore we may infer that any relation connecting them,
by way of addition or multiplication, would remain of the samo
algebraical form also. The argument is the same as in what is
called Euler's proof of the binomial theorem. Putting thei'efore
we. have for the sum of the first nb terms of
U ' I
that is, for the short-side of the expansion of
l a b \na*"h
\a + b a + b) '
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JL (£z
the expression
JL _
2
where G denotes the greatest term of the expansion.
12. We can, in fact, demonstrate the validity of the above'inference
in the case of one particular fractional value of h. For the sum of
the first n terms of (6, 1)"6+" is, by Art. 9,
1 6 + 2 f. 1 2 ( 6 - l ) ( 2 6 + l) \ Q
i 3(6 + 1)1 n 456(6 + 1) ") ""
Adding G,, to this, and subtracting from 1, we have, for the sum of
the remaining nb terms, that is, for the sum of the first nb terms of
1 , 6
+
or of a
J \ nft(l + l/6)
+
in descending powers of , the expression
i+1
1 1 + 26 f, 1 2(6- l ) (2 + 6)
2 3(6 + 1)1 n 456(6 + 1)
4&4-14-
or
which proves the validity of substituting •—- for h in the formula of
Art. 11.
13. Hence, if A,, denote the excess of the short-side over the long-
side of (a, 6)'m+"\ we have, as in Art. 9,
A -
a
~
b
" 3(a n 45a&(a "
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Olt being the greatest term of the expansion. Moreover, if 6r,,+i be
the greatest term in (a, &)("+1>(a+*>, we have, as in Art. 7,
Now — is, for all integral values of a and 6, where a>6, greater
than 4(ff+262(2a + 6)t T h e r e f o r e A H e s b e t w e e n 1 a=± Qn a n d
45o6 (a+b) 3 a+b
—
 a
~~- • O»+\; and, subiect to a reservation, the theorem of Art. 4 is-
H a + b J
proved.
14. The reservation is this: that the terms involving —j , —, &c.,.
which are infinite in number, although of no importance when n is
large, may, for anything we know at present, form such seriously
disturbing elements when n is small as to render the above formulto
for such a case practically useless. And each coefficient being some
unknown function of a and b, one would imagine that such disturb-
ance would increase when the ratio of a to b became larger. No one
would anticipate a priori that, when n = 1, and a = co , for instance,
the formula of Art. 9 would be of any value whatever.
But it will be found on trial that, even for the severe test-case of
w = 1, the formula does, in a surprising manner, give a very fairly
close approximation to the actual value of A,,, obtained by indepen-
dent calculation. With a view to demonstrate this, I have prepared
a table, whose second column gives, for assigned values of a, the-
value of , .
-L a~~l Q
' 3 a + 1
the third column the value of
L a~1 [ 1— i_ 4(2a-H)(q + 2) ) Q
3 a + 1 \ n 45 a (a+1) ) "'
the fourth column the independently obtained value of A,,, and the
last column the ratio of the " error " to the exact value of AH. Great
care has been taken in the calculations, but, as I have been unable to
get them tested by an independent mind, inaccuracies may here and
tliero have crept in. These would not, however, if existent, affect the-
general conclusions deducible from the table as a whole.
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15. From a = 4 to a = 8, the calculation is for (a-fl)""*";. the
" proportion of error " is, however, the same as if the denominators
were included.
n = 1, 6 = 1.
a = 2
a = 3
a = 4
a = 5
a = 6
a = 7 .
a = 8
a = 9
a = 24
a = 100
a = 1000
tt = CO
First
Approximation.
•049383
•070313
256
4166§
77760
1647086
39146837*
103312 .
1151261
120797
122443
12262648
Second
Approximation.
034751
•052084
194 i |
3216&
60645
1294139
30940834
•081986
•0933978
•099002
•100642
•10082622
Actual
Value.
•037037
•054687
. 203
3344
62921
1340730
32009911
•084777
•0962064
•101813
•103454
•10363832
Proportion
of Error.
-h
. 1 .2 1
1
"a 4"
-.v
1
TG^
1
3 0 3
1
34*2
1
30*2
•jf6-8 6li
The above results show, I venture to think, beyond all question,
that the formula-value never differs from the actual value by more
than
 T
l
0-, and, when a is greater than 8, never by more than -^ ; and
that, whenever a is not less than 100, it gives almost exactly £ £ o r t f
•of the actual value. For the extremely severe test-case of n = 1,
this approximation is closer than the most sanguine investigator
would have dared to hope beforehand.
16. The following are other miscellaneous test-cases, calculated
with all possible care; in some instances it has been necessary
to use ten-figure logarithms; and many of the calculations in the
fourth column are extremely laborious.
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6 = 1.
301;
a = 2, » = 2
w = 3
„ n = 4
„ w = 5
„ n = 6
»* = 7
» = 8
a = 3, » = 2
» = 3
„ « = 4
„ • n = 5
a = 9, w = 2
a = 99, w = 2
a = oo, n — 2
First
Approximation.
•036580
•030348
•0264940
•02381189
•02180755
•0202365
•0189624
0519100
•0430100
•0375332
•03372185
•076047942
•0888641163
•090223523
Second
Approximation.
031164
027351
02453148
•02240082 •
•0207306
•0193799
•0182601
•0451800
0392997
•0351012
03197331
•068199043
•080845800
•082203654
Actual
Value.
031550 .
•027485
•02459540
•02243662
•0207529
0193949
•0182706
•0456240
•0394536
03517326
•03201413
•068673713
•081324387
•082682266
Proportion
of Error.
A
ToT
sir
9To
T200
T7T0
i o ¥
T51T
4TS"
"7~8~4
Th
The foregoing table exhibits a regularity which cannot be the-
result of accident, and which leads to the sure conviction that the
A,, formula, which we have strictly demonstrated merely for large
values of », holds not only for the foregoing cases, but for other
hitherto untested cases where n is of moderate magnitude. We may,
I think, confidently assert that, when n = 2 and a >2, the " error " in
the formula is never greater than y ^ ; when n = 3, it is never greater
than-yiu; when n = 4 and a>3 , it is never greater than
 T i - 7 ; when
n.= 5 and a > 3 , it is never greater than j ^ ; when n = 6 and
a >2, it is never greater than TOW 5 an<^ s o on» *^e approximation of
course always becoming closer as n increases. It will be observed
how much closer the second approximation is than the first.
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17. In order that there may be as little doubt as possible of the
applicability of the formula to small values of n, I add yet three
more tables, calculated (i.) for a = 10, (ii.) for a = co, and (iii.) for
miscellaneous values, chosen at haphazard, of a and b.
w = l
ri = 2
» = 3
n = 4
n = 5
n = 6
(i.) 6 = 1,
 a =
First
Approximation.
300000...
630000...
14880...
370230...
9487530...
24779664...
Second
Approximation.
238909...
565855...
13870...
351382...
9101129...
23938657...
10.
Actual
Value.
24688...
56973...
13909...
351902...
9109467...
2395353...
Proportion
of Error.
1
~3T
1-17
1
3 5 7
TWa
l
I mr o"
The above calculation is for (a + l)"c"+I), without the denominators,
and only the first few figures of each number are given. Some of tho
latter calculations necessitate the finding of log 11 to at least ten
places of decimals.
(ii.) 6 = 1 , a = oo .
n = l
» = 2
» = 3
w = 4
w = 5
n = 6
First
Approximation.
•12262648
•090223523
•074680603
•065122268
•058489123
•053541047
Second
Approximation.
•10082622
•0S2203654
•070255085
•062227945
•056409510
•051954646
Actual
Value.
10363832
•082682266
•070421970
•0G2307055
•056453940
•051982423
Proportion
of Error.
i
173
_]
4 2 2
1
7 "8 7
1 _
1 - 2 7 0
1
1 871 3
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In calculating the above table, I have utilized the values of e~*
given in Part II. of Mathematical Tracts, by Professor F. W. Newman.
(iii.)
(3 + 2)s
(3 + 2)10
(5 + 2)'
(9 + 2)n
(9 + 2)"
(10 + 3)*°
First
Approximation.
72
163296
37500
180796...
372635...
301247...
Second
Approximation.
60A
149749
32357*
159694...
350888...
288614...
Actual
Value.
61
150223
32707
160820...
351508...
288844...
Proportion
of Error.
1
"3^0
1
93
1
143
1
5 6 7
T~2~5~O
In the above, the denominators of a and b have, for the sake of
simplicity, been omitted ; and in the last three cases, the numbers
being very large, only their first few digits are given.
18. It is now, I think, abundantly manifest that the A,, formula
may be confidently applied, within limits such as those indicated in
Ails. 15 and 16, to amall as well as large values of n. It is curious
to note that the 6',,+i formula in terms of Gu (see Art. 7), from which
the A,, formula is partly derived, does not, for small values of w, give
approximations nearly so close to the actual values as does the A,,
formula itself. For instance, when a = co , b = 1, u = 2, we obtain
First Approximation.
•203003
Second Approximation.
•234017
Actual Value of
•224042
so that the second approximation (to three terms) differs by more
than oV from the actual value, a much wider deviation than for the
corresponding case of A,, (see Art. 16), where the "proportion of
error " is only
 Tf ¥.
19. The closeness of the approximation of the A,, formula, and the
fact of its becoming closer as a increases, may enable us to surmise
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the nature of the terms that follow. Since A,, clearly vanishes
altogether Avhen a = 6, it is fairly evident that a—b must be a factor
of each separate term. Again, the interchange of a and b will give
the excess of the long-side over the short-side, which is —A,,; there-
fore the remaining factors of each term must form a symmetric
function of a and b. A little consideration will, moreover, show that
the substitution of — for a, and — - for b, and nab for w, will also give
a o
the excess of long-side over short-side, or — A;, (compare Art. 12).
Therefore the above substitution in any term must lead to the same
result as the substitution of b for a, and a for b. This would seem
to imply that the coefficient of — is of the form
u
p
(0-6)0(0,6)
a"b" if/ (a, 6) '
where <j> (a, b) is a symmetric homogeneous function of a and 6, of
•p — 1 dimensions higher than the other symmetric homogeneous func-
tion if/(a, 6). Again, the substitution of fora, for fc, and
a+b a+b
n (a + b) for u, would make no alteration in any term of the original
expansion, and therefore could make no alteration in the formula for
A,, ; whence it would follow that (a + b)p is a factor of if/ (a, b). Once
more, the denominator of the coefficient of — in the formula for T,.
n
p
in Art. 6 will be found, on consideration, to contain ^ ( a - f l ) * as a
factor, and no other factor involving a ; nor can such a factor be in-
troduced by the summation, from r = 1 to r = a, of any rational
integral function of r. Observing the formula of Art. 7, we see
therefore that the denominator of the coefficient of — in the
n
p
A,, formula of Art. 9 cannot contain a function of a of higher dimen-
sions than a" (a + l)p*1. Combining this conclusion with those
obtained above, it would seem clear that the coefficient of — in the
u
p
A,, formula of Art. 18 must be of the form
(a-b)<p(a, b)
where k is some integer, and <f> (a, 6) is a symmetric homogeneous.
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function of a and b of 2p dimensions. "We may therefore suppose
that
_ a-b ( j _ _1_ 8aa+.. . _1 ZaaM^
3(a+fc)C n 4<5ab (a + b) ril k^b'1 (a + 6)2
± * "* ** ' •" 4- I n
where the omitted terms contain the residue of symmetric homo-
geneous functions of a and 6.
8 1 1 1Now, if the quantities 1, - - , --"', -—-, -*- ... form a converging
*XO K.£ fCg A^
senes, we shall at once account for the fact that the first two terms
give a very close approximation to the value of the lohole series, even luhen
n = l. It would also explain Avhy the approximation is closer for
large than for small values of a (in comparison with b), if wo were
to suppose that the coefficients of omitted terms in the residue of the
numerators would lead to series converging less rapidly.
I have no doubt that the above hypothesis (which we shall have
an opportunity of testing in Art. 40) is correct; and no doubt also
that the coefficients of the Gn&\ formula are subject to the same law,
but that they give rise to a senes which converges less rapidly.
20. By observation of the table of Art. 16, and the second table of
Art. 17 (the first table of Art. 17 being for this purpose clearly in-
applicable), it will be seen how the " actual value " of Ar in those
cases always lies about midway between the " first approximations "
for n = r and n — r + 1 . In several other instances where b = 1, I
have also tested that, for small values of n, A,, always lies about
midway between -r- Gn and •-- -— Qn+l ; the matter seems
o a+o 6 a+o
sufficiently clear without being pursued any further.
The reservation made at the end of Art. 13 may now be removed,
and I trust that I may be allowed to assert confidently that the
theorem of Art. 4 is completely proved; and that the formulae there
given may be unhesitatingly applied, within close approximations,
for small as well as for largo values of n.
When n is very large, the term involving — may be omitted; and
n
we then obtain, by a well-known formula for Qn,
3 \/27rna6 (a + 6) '
VOL. xxvi.—NO. 519.
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21. The applicability of the theorem to the scientific theory of
gambling is manifest. It proves that, at the end of any complete set
of n (a +1) trials, a man who gives odds of a to 1 in a fair wager is
more likely to have made a net gain than a net loss. When n is very
large, the excess of his whole chance of gaining over his whole chance
of losing is, of course, extremely minute; but that it should be
always measurable and always positive is fairly subversive of hitherto
accepted notions.
But is the largeness of n the only condition necessary for the
minuteness of the excess ? Let us see. Suppose a = 99, n = 10.
The formula (corrected in accoi-dance with Art. 16) gives A,, = -04068,
whence short-side = *4570, long-side = "4162, the neutral term On
being '1268. Here the difference between "45 and '41 is very con-
siderable ; showing, as it does, that a man who bets 99 to 1 in a fair
wager is, after 1000 trials, more likely, by so much as 10 per cent., to
have made a net gain than a net loss. Odds of 99 to 1 may be con-
sidered rather large; but insurance companies, in the course of daily
business, are constantly having to deal with odds far greater.
Let us take another instance. My house is insured for a premium
at the rate of Is. 6d. per £100, which, translated into probability
language, means that the insurance company bets me about 1333 to 1
that my house will not be burnt down within the next 12 months.
But the company have to allow for office expenses and profits, so that
the real odds, in their opinion, are greater than this; let us suppose
1499 to 1, implying an event the probability of whose occurrence
is TsW* Now 12,000 may, in probability language, be fairly con-
sidered a " very large number " ; and if, six months ago, any one had
asked me what was likely to happen to a millionaire who kept on
making bets of 1499 shillings to I shilling against such an event, I
should have confidently replied that after 12,000 trials he was just
as likely to have made a net loss as a net gain. Well, let us put
a = 1499, b — 1, n = 6 in the formula. We obtain
A,, = -06136, GH = -18816;
whence probability of net gain = '43660, probability of net loss
= '37524, or probability of net gain exceeds, by so much as 17 per
cent., the probability of net loss.
22. The preceding considerations lead to an important conclusion.
It is this : that, iri order to secure the approximate balancing of gains
and losses, it is not only necessary that the number of trials should be a
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large number, but that the product of the number of trials by the probability
of the event should also be a large number. This, once pointed out, may
be seen to be true on other grounds ; but, strange to say, I am unable
to find it mentioned by any previous writer.
On the contrary, a writer of deservedly high repute tells us: " If
the probability of an event be p, then, out of leases in which it is in
question, it will happen pN times, N being any very large number."*
The necessary condition, of course, ought to be, not that N is a very
large number, but that pN is a very large number. A similar
objection applies to the statement of another writer, to whom all
students of probability are greatly indebted, viz.: " The value of a
given chance of obtaining a given sum of money is the chance multi-
plied by that sum; for in a great number of trials this would give the
sum actually realized."!
23. We must now pass on to another portion of our subject. The
examination of broken-period sets of trials will be found to lead to
conclusions quite as interesting as, and still more curious than, those
we have already discussed.
For want of a better term, let us use the word " advantage " to
denote, after a certain number of events, in the case of a gambler
who gives odds, the excess of the probability that he has made a net
gain over the probability that he has made a net loss. We will make
a further remark on the word in Art. 41. The symbol Ar may con-
veniently be employed to denote the " advantage " after r events.
II. Broken-period Sets.
24. Consider first the expansion of (o, b)"a*"b*\ From Art. 5, we
have
o or O> rt
a + b
and, in like manner, i,in+n+i — L)in+n = —— On,
a + b
Therefore, by subtraction,
A — A 4- — k a
a + b
* Professor Chrystal, Algehra, Vol. n., Chap, xxxn., § 1.
t Professor Crofton, Article " Probability " in the Encyclopedia Britannica. The
italics arc my own. I have been most unwilling to cite particular authors, for
almost every writer on probability has made statements more or less equivalent; a
few months ago I should certainly have done so myself.
x 2
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showing that the " advantage" after na+n + 1 tri&te exceeds that after
na+n trials by On.
a + b
25. Take next the expansion of (a, &)11"*"6-1. Here, observing that
Gn the (»b + l) t h term of (a, b)nn+"h is also the nbih, and likewise the
(nb + 1)01 term of (a, &)»"+'•»->,
 w e have
®na+nb &na+nb-\ = —— (xM
a+o
and, similarly, i / la+n6-Zn0+n6.j = 2 - Qn.
a+o
Whence, by subtraction,
A — A 4. fl~ft a
tliat is to say, the "advantage" after na + nb — 1 trials /aZZs s/ior< of
the " advantage " after na + nb trials by Qn; therefore, according
to the formula of Art. 13, it is a negative quantity. Hence, if a
broken-period set consist of one trial less than a complete set, the
man who takes odds, and not the man who gives odds, has the so-called
" advantage." This, however, in no way weakens the general con-
clusions already deduced from Art. 4, as we proceed to show.
26. The algebraical sura of the two " advantages " after na + nb + 1
and na+nb — 1 trials is 2AM, which is positive ; thus the " advantage "
in the former caso exceeds the " disadvantage " in the lattei\ And if
a gambler makes na + nb —1, or na+nb, or na+nb + 1 trials, all
equally likely, his probable " advantage," i.e., the excess of his gain-
chance over his loss-chance (but not the ratio of the chances), will be
the same as if he were to make na + nb trials for certain. The matter
is sufficiently interesting to allow of illustration by numerical
examples, calculated independently of our formula?.
729t
103
729'- + -Y
3 + 37
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(ii)
 . ( I + i ) B " A d v a n t a g e " = - 3 W
_ 1672
6 6 7 " 23328'
5 . _ 1 Y _ 7922
6 + 6 ; " ~ 23328'
Note that, in each group, the middle "advantage" is the algebraical
mean of the first and last.
From (ii.) we may deduce that if 139968 persons throw dice,
each betting always (with some person or persons outside) 5 to 1
against the ace, and that if 46656 stop after 5 throws, 46656 after
6 throws, and 46656 after 7 throws, then we may " expect," in the
aggregate, 65625 to make a net gain, 55593 a net loss, and 18750 to
end as they began. If, on the contrary, the whole 139968 had thrown
6 times and no more, we must have " expected " 46S75 to make a net
gain, 36843 a net loss, and 56250 to end as they began. The differ-
ence, but not the ratio, between the gainers and the losers is the same
in both cases.
27. Putting 6 = 1 , we will now consider broken-period sets repre-
sented by « (a +1) rfcj), where p lies between 1 and o-f-1. It is very
easy, but superfluous, to show that the algebraical sum of the
"advantages" after «(a + l) + 2 and after n(a+l) — 2 trials is
greater than twice A,,, The case is included in the proposition we
are about to prove, viz., that the sum of the " advantages " after
n(a + l)+p and after n(a+ 1)— p trials is greater than the like sum
after n(a + \) + (p—1) and after n(a+l) — (p—1) trials. It may
be remarked that the " advantage," for any given value of w, is always
greatest when p = 1, and goes on diminishing as p increases,
becoming negative somewhere in the latter half of the period, asjp
approaches the value a.
28. Denote by X the »th term of
(a, 1)—",
w f i i c r i i s —-—.——... ... i . . . — — . . .---^.... i . - ..--
Then we have Sna+n.p+l-Sna+n.p = - — ^ ,
•jr
and, similarly, Lna+n.p+i-~Ln<l+n-p-
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Therefore, by subtraction,
A A 2X
a+1
Again, denote by Fthe (w+l)th term of
(a, l)»-+«+i»->,
n!
Then, as before, A«+n+p-^L,+n+p-i = n •
a + 1
We require therefore to prove that X is greater than Y, which is
— 7 H
; + —^— I
a + 1 a + 1/
7 H i )
»ui+n+p-l
Let OM On.i, Cn-z denote the respective coefficients of zn, zn~l, zn~z
in (a+z)""*"-''. Then we have to show that C,,_i is greater than
the coefficient of zn in
which, since
r _ na—p + ln n _ na—a 5
— p + 2
is the same as showing that (a + 1)27"1 is greater than the coefficient
of zn in
(na-a)(na-2a) ,,_3 na-a ,
+ 2)( + 3) ^ + 2
that is to say, (a + l)8p-'>
 a»-
wa
) a ^ -
2 / wa-p + 2
, /2p—1 \
 2p_4 (wa—a)(wa—2a)
\ 3 / (na-p + 2)(na-p + 3)
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where the symbol ( ) denotes • ••'——. Expanding (a+l)2j>~', and
\ T ' r\ \L—r) !
comparing the two sides term by term, it is obvious that the required
inequality obtains, so long as na—p + 2 is not less than na—a\ that
is, so long as p is not greater than a 4-2.
Thus we have proved Ann+n+i + A,,a+n_2>Ann+,,+l + Ana+n.u i.e.,
>2A,,. Similarly, 4,m+n+3-Mllrt+n_3 is still further >2AM, and so on,
till we arrive at Ann+n+(a+o) + Ann+n_[n.2). Our present object is, how-
ever, attained when we arrive at A,m+n+p + Ana+n_p, where p is, as
nearly as possible, equal to
29. Let us again take a particular example. Suppose a number of
persons each to bet 5 to 1 against the ace, and two of them to stop
when the die has been thrown once, two when it has been thrown
twice, two at three times, two at four times, and so on, until the
number of persons is infinite. Divide them into, equal groups: let
group I. consist of one pei'son who stops at 3 throws, one who stops
at 9, and all who stop at intermediate numbers ; group II. of the
other who stops at 9, one who stops at 15, and all who stop at inter-
mediate numbers, and so on. The nth group will contain 12 persons,
ranged equally on both sides of the two persons who stop at
6?i throws.
By the preceding article, the sum of the " advantages " of these
12 persons (i.e., the excess of the sum of their 12 chances of net gain
over the sum of their 12 chances of net loss) is greater than 12A,,, or
than — (1 — -~~ ) Gn. Two persons only have a chance of ending as
o \ 67on I
they began, and the sum of the chances that this will happen is 2Gn.
Subtracting this, we see that the excess of the sum of the 12 chances
of net gain over the 12 chances of not making a net gain is
("o""~ Shoe ) @'*' Therefore, if a person in the group be chosen at
random, the excess of his chance of gaining over his chance of not
1 / 2 1232 \gaining is — (— — ' I Gm which for all values of n is positive;
therefore he is more likely than not to make a net gain. The same
result will ensue, whichever group we choose, also for the 5 persons
we omitted before the groups began. Therefore, any person chosen at
random out of the whole infinite multitude is more likely than not to have
made a net gain. This, in other words, is the proposition we under-
took in Art. 1 to prove, i.e., that if a die be thrown any number of
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times chosen at random, the number of appearances of the ace is more
likely than not to be less than -\- of the number of throws. The con-
elusion will perhaps be as surprising to the reader as it was, in the
first instance, to the present writer.
30. Let us investigate the general case which includes the preceding
article. The sum of the " advantages" in any complete group of
rt+1 sets of trials, whose centre is a set of n(a + l) trials, is, by
Art. 28, greater than (a + 1) A,,,
«., greater than J (.-1) i 1 - 1 4(2" + l)("+2) } (?„,
-*) a.-14 («-;)f ;+D(-+^
 q,
l a ^ a + l )
which, whenever a>4, is easily seen to be >Gn.
Thus, by the reasoning of the previous article, if a person bets
more than 4 to 1 in a fair wager, and is undecided as to how many
trials he has made, or will make, he is more likely than not finally to
make a net gain. This surely is the case of the ordinary persistent
gambler who gives odds, provided that his stakes arc always the
same, and small compared with his means : for it may be assumed
that no gambler ever kept a systematic record, perfectly accurate
from boyhood, of the exacbuumber of transactions he had entered upon.
31. It will be observed that in Arts. 27-30 we have assumed that
6 = 1. I made many persistent attempts, by the method of Art. 11,
and otherwise, occupying more time than I should like to confess, to
extend the proposition of Art. 28 to the general case of (a, 5)»«*"*+P?
with the result of discovering at the end that it is not true except
•when 6 = 1 . The method of Art. 28 for forming the successive
" advantage "-differences is not valid when 6> 1, since the number of
terms in the short-side increases gradually in a most irregular and
confusing way from nb to nb +• 6, as we proceed from expansion to
expansion between (a, b)""*"1' and (a, by"> + »'>+"+h. The demonstration
of Art. 28, in fact, though apparently valid until p = a + 2, will be
found, on careful examination, to be valid, even for the case of
(a, iy+"+i>+\ only until p — a—I. Whenp = a, we can see on other
grounds that A^. + A... > 2A«
and therefore A»+i)(«*i)+A''-iK<»+i) > 2i4n(,+a;
but I doubt very much if it is true always that
• » ( » + l)ffl + l ) t l + - ^ ( n - l ) ( a + I ) - l > 2 J 4 H a + r t .
As to 6 being greater than unity, put a = 3, 6 = 2, n = 1, p = 3.
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We can prove at once, by numerical calculation, that the sum of the
"advantages" for (ij+l-)2 and (f- + -|j-)8» so far from being greater
than twice the "advantage" for (i?-!--?,)5, is a negative quantity.
Therefore,for this and certain other cases at any rate, Aun+,,b+p + Ana<.n,,_p
is not greater than 2Anatnb. I am, in fact, inclined to think that the
sum is nearly always negative when pb exceeds by unity a multiple
of a+b.
32. The above conclusion is very disappointing, as I have been
thereby prevented from proving our results for every case ; and,
although Art. 4 is demonstrated for all integral values of b, it lias
been necessary to qualify the first paragraph of Art. 1 by the some-
what clumsy limitation that 6 = 1. There can be little doubt, I
think, that the paragraph in question, as well as Art. 30, though
necessarily subject to this limitation so far as Art. 28 is concerned, is
susceptible of proof by some other method when b is any integer less
than a. " If an event happen on the average ouce in on times, m
being greater than unity, then it is more likely to happen less than
once in m times than it is to happen more than once i.im times." To
my mind, at least, it seems incredible that such a proposition should
be true for all integral values of in, and not true for all improper-
fractional values of m. There the matter must be left at present.
33. It may bo interesting to summarize roughly, by means of a
figure, the foregoing conclusions. We will confine ourselves to the
case when 6 = 1. Neglecting higher powers of —, we may put
A. = hGn- A GBf
n
where h is less than 5, and k less than
 T
T
T. The variations of 6,,, as
n changes, are difficult to represent; but we know at least that (?„ is
always less than unity, and continually decreases, (?n+i being, roughly
speaking, equal to Gn (1— —) ; moreover, when n is large, Gn varies
as n'K Therefore, except when n is very small, we may put
A - G D
n* n
whei'e both G and D are considerably less than unity, and D much
smaller than C.
Take a horizontal line as axis of x, and a vertical line as axis of y.
When x has any value r. (always integral) let the corresponding
value of y (positive or negative) denote the " advantage," at the end
of r trials, of a person who gives odds of a to 1. For values of a;
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•which are multiples of a 4-1, we thus obtain points on a curve
JifjJlfjilf,... above the axis of x, always approaching the axis, and
convex on the lower side.
When x has any value «(a + l ) + l, the corresponding value of y
will lie between four times and five times its value when
x = n (a+1) ;
ultimately, when n is very large, approaching the former limit. The
sum of the ordinates for
x = n(a + l) + l and x = n ( a + l) —1
will always be exactly double of the ordinate when
x — »(a + l) .
As x ranges from «(a + l ) + l to n(a + l)+a, y will continually
diminish ; lying, I have reason to think, on a curve of very slight
convexity turned downwards, the convexity being, however, so slight
that, unless the figure is drawn on a very large scale, it is hardly
distinguishable from a straight line. From •
x = 11 (a + 1) + a to x = n (a+l)+a + 2,
the curve will proceed upwards in an absolutely straight line, and so
on, repeating itself in similar fashion for the next period.
For large values of x, the highest points of these zigzags will
lie very nearly on the curve
y = 4aa;~*,
and the lowest points very nearly on the curve
y = — 2a.T~',
the complete-period curve ifcf,jlf2jlf3 ... being
y = ax'\
where a is some positive quantity, a fixed function of a.
If it be borne in mind that the vertical proportions are, of necessity,
enormously magnified, we may obtain from the subjoined figure a
very clear idea of the average " advantage " for any given range of
trials. If .r, the number of trials, is known to lie between two values
represented on the a;-line by the points H and K, all we have to do is
to draw vertical lines HH' and KIC through H and K. The average
" advantage " for that range of trials is very nearly obtained by sub-
tracting all the lower shaded areas between HIT and KK' from all
the upper shaded areas between IIH' and KK\* and dividing by the
length of RK. We perceive at once how, when UK is greater than
any complete period-length P^P^, the average " advantage " is always
* By an oversight, some of the shading in the figure has been omitted. All the
upper triangles ought to be shaded, as veil as all the lower ones.
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positive; but that it may be negative when HK is very small and
situated close to the left of any of the points P1} P3, P8, &c. We per-
ceive also at once how the average " advantage " diminishes numeri-
cally, (i.) if HK is moved bodily to the right, over any distance which
is a multiple of PjP2; or (ii.) if, H remaining fixed, K is moved to the
right over any distance which is a multiple of PXPV These are the
main facts which it has been the object of the present paper to prove.
When x1 is very large, it is interesting to note that any shaded
triangle above the axis has clearly four times the area of either
adjacent shaded triangle below the axis, which would seem to show,
especially when a as well as x is large, that the sum of the positive
"advantages" for any complete period, from aj = w(a-hl) to
x = (w + l ) ( a + l ) , is four times the sum of the negative "advan-
tages " for the same period.
The reader can easily construct for himself the beginning of the
" advantage "-curve for any given value of a. For instance, when
a = 4, the first thirteen values of y, from a = 1 to x == 13, are "6, "28,
•024, --1808, -06496, -31072, -1534, -00662, —-12758, -05361, -23480,
116690, 003294. Note that here y is positive in every case except
when x = 4 or 9; and I have no doubt that in fact y is always posi-
tive except when x is of the form 5m— 1.
Again, when a = 5 (the case of a die), the first nine values of y are
•6, -38, -14S, --0355, -•1962, 0717, 3396, 2093, 085; and I have
no doubt that for every complete period there are four positive values
of y and two negative ones. The proportions of the curve for these
two cases are not quite the same as those in the figure, the latter-
being illustrative of large values of x.
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34. In this and the next three articles, without assuming any of
the results of pp. 294-315, we will consider the whole matter from
another point of view.
If every term of (a, hy+"b be divided by the (ra& + l) t h term Gn,
we may, commencing from the middle of the' expansion, write, for
the short-side and long-side,
b l\ b
a
n l n - — )
+ — )\n+—\ [n + — U+— w + —
a I\ at \ a I\ a I\ a I
to nb terms,
n [n )
r + j — o~ +... to wa terms.
)
If the excess of the forcner expression over the latter could be
expanded in a series of the form Ij + Cn~1 + 3Dn~2 + En~z + &c, all the
results of the present paper would be obtained. . The fact that
B = — a~~h
3 a + b-
ought, one would think, by putting n = co, to admit of a fairly
simple straightforward proof; I have made repeated attempts, in
vain, to obtain one myself.
35. If sr denote the rfch term of the former series, and lr the rth term
of the latter, and if Kr denote the ratio of sr to lr, we easily obtain
K = — —
showing that Kr, which at first is greater than unity, diminishes with
increasing rapidity at every subsequent term, till it becomes zero.
As soon, then, as any term $lt is less than lp, every succeeding short-
side term is less than the corresponding long-side term.
Again, if Tv T2, ... THntnb+i be the successive terms of (a, ft)'10*"6,
and a person bet odds of a shillings to b shillings in a fair wager,
after na + nb trials his expectation will be
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But this expectation is zero. Hence
i.e., sl + 2si + 3ss+...+nb.snb = Zt + 2Z4-f 3ZS+...-)-wa . lna.
36. From the preceding article we can deduce at once that A,, is
always positive.*
Let sp be the first short-side term which is less than lp, the corre-
sponding long-side term. Then, since
s14-2s3 + 3s8+ ...+nb.sHb = Zl + 2Za + 3Z3+...+«a. Z,ia,
and
sp + 2sp+1 + 3sp+2 + ... + (nb-p + l) snb < lp+2lpn+...+(na-p + l) lna,
we have, by subtraction,
But, «j, 5a,... Sp.i being severally greater than lv Z3, ...
(p-2)Sl + (p-3)Si+...+2sp.3 + sp.2 > (
Therefore, by addition,
(p-l)(81 + si+ ...+sp.2+ ...+snb) > (p--
37. The desirability of an algebraical proof of the last equation of
Art. 35 has been suggested; and I venture to offer the following.
The (wb)th and (w& + l) t h terms of (a, b)""*"1"1 are both equal to
Qn. Dividing the whole expansion by Gn, the short-side, in reversed
order, may be written
1 / 1 W 2 \
n— l n - \(n— \
rrj-i - , , & , ^ & / \ b I
[ S ] . . - - . = i + — T +, 1 / , 1 \ / , 2 \n-\ ( w - H — ) [ n - \ )
a \ a I v a I
(n-A)(n-|)(n-|
-f = ;
 T— + ... to no terms.
• This proof has gradually evolved itself out of some remarks in a letter received,
subsequently to April 4th, from Dr. Biddle, of Kingston-on-Thames, to whom I
am in consequence greatly indebted. Dr. Biddle's own proof, which is somewhat
different, will appear in Educational Times Reprint, Vol. LXIH., Quest. 12686.
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Subtract from each term the corresponding term in [/S]na+n»i and we
have
"(-I)
. ; . , • • . . + • • •
-
na
But, by Art. 5, [S],,a+«t-i—[S],10+,l6 =
therefore* s, + 2s.+3s8+... + nb. $,,4 =
a+o
Similarly,* Z, + 2ZS + 3Z8 +. . . + na. llia = — ;
• a+b
therefore s, + 2sa + 3s8 +. . . + nb ..s,lb = lt + 2Za + 3ZS + ... + na. lna.
38. The long-side of (a, b)na*nt>-\ after division by Gm may be
wi*itten
n In II n I
[ijua+ni-i = 1 + r- +
 K-r-i —^ + ... to na terms.
Each of the first n& terms of this is greater than the corresponding
term in [#],1(I+Hfc_, above. Hence flf^^.!—LBfl+llt_, is negative, i.e.,
Ana+nb-i is negative, whatever be the values of a, 6, n. This proof is
of more value than the one given in Art. 25, for it is obtained inde-
pendently of the X, formula, and leads to the only rigid demon-
stration I have been able to contrive to show that the function if/ (a)
in Art. 9 is absolute zero.
Let us try and put the matter clearly. By Art. 36, Ana+nb or A,, is
always positive ; by the present article, Antti.nb.x is always negative ;
and, by Art. 5 (see also Art. 25), ^llia+,,i.i always = Atta^nb — Gn.
Now, if \J/ (a) be not absolute zero, it must, for any given value of a,
* These two interesting relations have perhaps been proved before; but I am
unable to find them anywhere.
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be either positive or negative, and cannot be both. Again, observing
the formula of Art. 9, it is evident that the terms following \jr (a),
both alone and when diminished by Gn, can be made as small as
a-\-o
we please, and therefore smaller than ^ (a), by taking n large enough.
Hence, ultimately, A,ia+nb and Ana+Itb.l are both of the same sign as
\p (a). Therefore, when n is infinite, «J> (a) is both positive and
negative ; but iff (a) is independent of n, and therefore would be for
all values of n both positive and negative, which is impossible.
Therefore tj/ (a) must be absolute zero, and A,, can contain no term
independent of n.
39. My task is now completed ; but it may be permissible to add
three more articles by way of supplement.
The first explorer of a hitherto untrodden region has not always
the good fortune to discover the best road at starting; certainly I
had not; and an account of the various paths pursued to open out
the way in our present subject may be of interest, as saving trouble
to future investigators. My only ambition at first was to prove that
A,, is always positive, the original attempt being by what still seems
to me the most natural and straightforward method, i.e., to show that,
when 6 = 1 , the first series in Art. 34 always exceeds the second. Re-
peated failures in this direction were probably due to lack of skill, for
the two series certainly look as if they ought to be manageable, and
they may be commended to the reader's attention.
Next, putting a = 2, the expansion of (2 +1)3" x (2 +1)8 was com-
pared with that of (2 + l)3ll+3, leading to the result
which, finally, after a good deal of trouble, gave An = the constant
term in the expansion of
1 4"
which, on making n infinite, is ultimately equal to -r- ^~ times the
coefficient of y" in (l+y)3n, or £ of the greatest term in Q + f)8n.
This not only proved A,, to be positive when n is infinite, and to
increase as n diminishes, which had been looked for; but it gave
the ultimate value of A,,, which had not been looked for. The same
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method was much more difficult, but still manageable, when applied
to (3 +1)4"; and gave
positive again; also A,, ultimately equal to J- of the greatest term in
(i + f)4"« If now 3n—1 and 487ia-t-14u — 7 could have been expressed
in the form \p (2, ?i), and \p (3, n), and \p determined, it would have
been allowable to put
for the expansion of (4 +1)6". Efforts to this end proved fruitless;
moreover, the direct method, in its application to o = 4 and greater
values, was utterly unmanageable, and for a long time the work was
at a standstill. It seemed clear, however, that, for infinite values of n,
A,, must be always some simple multiple of Gn.
At length another method was found, which, proving A,, ultimately
= %Q,,, when a = 4, and =x 'j,Gn when a = 5, suggested the result
A = -1. «_-!
" 3 a + l
for the general case. The method proved, in fact, applicable to the
general case when n = oo, but resolutely refused to prove AH—An+1
always positive when n is finite.
Again work was at a standstill, and recourse was had to a large
number of numerical examples, in doubt whether the theorem, after
all, was universally true. These examples showing, quite by accident,
that A,, always lies about half-way between
0
"
 and
 " 3 ~ f a
exploration was suggested on a new track. This was to expand A,,
in a series of ascending powers of — ; which, by a most cumbrous
it
and intricate method, gave at length tho second approximation
formula for A,,, Avith its surprising applicability to small values of n.
This, together with the investigation of broken-period sets, formed
the basis of the communication on April 4th. The method was still
based on the comparison of the two expansions of (a + l)(">l)(a+1) and
(a + l)"(o+1) X (a+\)n+\ and was about five times the length of the one
here given. Moreover, it was utterly inapplicable to the expansion
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of (a+b)n"*"b, whoso An formula was given on that occasion without
demonstration.
Not until May, i.e., after three months' hard work on the theorem,
was it perceived that a fundamental and yet quite natural mistake had
prevailed throughout; which was imagining that tho expansion of
(a + l)"(a+1) was moi'O easily manageable than tho expansion of
J_\ n(fl+1)
A new and far shorter method, inapplicable to the former case, was
found aj.>piicable to the latter, and is the one here given. 13y the
indulgence of tho Society and tho referees, I have been permitted to
entirely re-write the paper, finally adding Arts. 36 and 38. It is
curious that tho apparently simple matter of proving i^(a) = 0
should have proved the most baffling task of all ; possibly the reader
may be able to devise a simpler and more direct method.
Moreover, we are now able to add the third approximation formula
for A,,, impossible by the former method. Arts. 14-19 still seem
necessary, even after this addition, so they have been left nearly in
their original form.
40. It will be found that the coefficient of - 3 in the expression for
Tr in Art. 6 is
Summing this from r = \ to r = a, a very tiresome process, we obtain
_ a + 2 f l _ 1 13a'+ 21a+6'
- 6 ( i ) L n " w* 20a(a l )
I 407a4 + 1306a8 + 1225r/.2 + 398a + 24 "I
 Q
+
 «• 840a«(a+l)8
Proceeding in Art. 7 to another term, we shall now find that
a - $ i - 1 M ! y t t $ ± ! ! « + 2 _ ] Zli"±'?ii±2-4. la
"
+1
 " I &l + n* 24a (a+.l) »8 16a (a +1) + " " i " '
whence, by an extension of the method of Art. 8, we obtain
Q - l - a + 2 (( 1 4
2 3 (a+1) I t 45n a (a + 1)
a»(a+l)s
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Observing that 945 = 38. 5. 7, we thus have
A - 1 a - 1 ( . . 1 22(a + 2)(2a+l)
" 3 a + ll n 3a.5a(a+l)
JL_ 23(a+2)(2a+l)(a+a+l) . )
 Q
n? 3 s . 5 . 7 a 8 ( a + l ) 8 ) **
This may be compared with the two expressions for An-An+1 given
in Art. 39. The reader, by substituting numerically, will moreover
find the " proportion of error " now, generally speaking, about £ of
what it was in the second approximation, and again less for large than
for small values of a. It is disappointing to find, however, that this
third approximation is, in all the cases I have tried, less than the
actual value, suggesting the presumption that the coefficient of
- j - will be again positive, and destroying, in one detail, the symmetry
of the series.
I have since proved, by an independent method, that, when a == 2,
next
169
the  term inside the bracket is + ——-z, and, when a = , it is
4 . 3 7 . M 8 Both of these results conform with the formula
3 \5 .7 . a 8 (a
suggesting the possibility of this^being, for all values of o, the next
term inside the bracket. On testing numerically, I find this fourth
approximation, both for a = 2 and a = 3, greater than the actual
value of A,,, implying apparently tha t the coefficient of — will be
for those cases, and therefore also for the general case, negative.
28 2*
I t is interesting to note tha t the quantities 1, — ^ — , ————,
;—— -—- form a converging series ; so that, if the above formula givesS.o.7
the actual coefficient of —, a still stronger presumption is afforded
of the correctness of the hypothesis of Art. 19.
The regularity of form of the successive coefficients further
suggests the possibility of expanding either of the series of Art. 34,
and their difference, in such manner as to obtain an expression for
the general term. Whether, in fact, our theorem and formulas admit
of a simple, straightforward proof, or remain for generations
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apparently incapable of it, like Bernoulli's Theorem, will be left for
the future to decide.
41. In conclusion, it is hardly necessary to assure the reader that
my object has been in no sense to prove that the gambler who gives
odds is in a more advantageous position than the one who takes odds.
In fact, I have proved afresh, in Art. 37, that in a fair wager the
gambler's " expectation " is always zero, whether after 10 trials or
after 10,000,000. The vocabulary of the English language, and
probably of all languages, is strikingly deficient in words exactly
suitable for the scientific treatment of probability; and the word
" advantage," to denote excess of probability of net gain over prob-
ability of net loss, is the best I could devise. But the fact that it
has always been carefully guarded within inverted commas may
suffice to show that it is throughout employed in a purely technical
sense, and not in the ordinary one.
Thursday, May 9 th, 1895.
Major P. A. MACMAHON, R.A., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.
Mr. William Henry Metzler, A.B. (Toronto), Associate-Professor,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, and Mr. Frederick William
Russell, B.A., formerly Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge,
assistant-mauler in University College School, London, were elected
members. Mr. P. H. Cowell was admitted into the Society.
The following communications were made:—
On the most General Solution of Given Degree of Laplace's
Equation: Pr. Hobson.
A Property of a Skew-Determinant, and on the Geometrical
Meaning of a Form of the Orthogonal Substitution: Prof.
M. J. M. Hill.
The Spherical Catenary: Prof. Greenhill and Mr. T. I. Dewar
(a model was exhibited of this catenary, formed by a chain
wrapped on a terrestrial globe).
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Mr. Heppcl exhibited <i< sot of Napier's Bones, of date 174G, and
explained how they were used in calculation.
The following papers wore takori as read :
On those Orthogonal Substitutions that can be generated by the
Repetition of an Infinitesimal Orthogonal Substitution : Dr. II.
Tabor.
Notes on the Theory of Groups of Finite Order (continuation) ;
Prof. TV. Burnsido.
Applications of Trigr-aphy: Mr. .T. W. Russell.
The Reciprocators of Two Conies: Messrs. J. W. Russell and
A. E. Jolliffe.
The following presents were received:—
Queen's College, Galway, " Calendar fc)r 1894-95," 8ro; Dublin, 1895.
" Boibliitter zu den Annalcu dor Phyaik und Cheinie," Bd. xix., St. 4 ; Leipzig,
1895.
" Cambridge Philosopbical Society, Proceedings," Vol. vin., Pt. 4 ; October,
1891.
" Vicrtoljahrflschrift dor Naturforschendon Gesellschaft in Zurich," Jahrgang
40, Iloft 1 ; 1895.
Kluyver, J . C.—"Invarianten-Theorie," pamph., 8vo (offprint).
" Borichto iibcr die Verhandlungon der Kiiniglich Srichfiischon Gesellachaft dor
WiHsciiHobaftou zu Leipzig," in., 1894.
11
 Arcbivcfi Ncerlnndaiscs," Tome xxix., Liv. 1 ; Harlem, 1895.
"Proceedings of the Royal Society," Vol. LVII., NOB. 343-344.
" Proceedings of the Physical Socioty of London," NOH. 55, 56 ; April-May,
1895.
" Bulletin of tho American Mathematical Society," 2nd Scries, Vol. i., Nos. 6-7.
New York.
. " Socicte des Antiquaircs do l'Ouest—Bullotin," Trim. iv. ; 1894.
" Bulletin doH Sciences Mathematiquca," Serie 2, Tomo xix., Avril, 1895 ; PariR.
"Rcndiconto dell' Accadcmia della Scienze Fisicho e Matematiche," Serio 3",
Vol. i., FaHC. 3 ; NapoH, 1805.
" Mcmoiros do la Socicte. do8 Sciences do Bordeaux," Tome in., Cahier 2;
Tomo iv., Cahier 1 ,2 ; Paris, 1893.
Perot, A.—" Sur l'Existenco ct la Propagation des Oscillations Elnctro-magne-
tiqucfl dans l 'Air," pamph.
Rayct, G-.—Observations Pluvioraetriques et Thermom6triqucs, 8vo ; Bordeaux,
1893.
Thomac, J .—" Untcrsuchungcn iiber zweizweideutigo Verwandschaftcn und
einige Erzougnispc dersclbcn," roy. 8vo ; Loipzig, 1895.
" Educational Times," May, 1895.
" Atti dolla Realo Accadcmia doi Lincoi—Rondiconti," 1 Sem., Vol. iv., Fasc.
0-7; Roma, 1895.
" Annales do la Facult6 des Sciences do Marseille," Tome rv., Fasc. 1, 2, 3.
"Journal do l'Ecole Poly technique," Cahier 64 ; Paris, 1894.
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"Indian Engineering," Vol. xvn., Nos. 11-15.
" Acta Mathcmatica," xrx., No. 2.
"The Mathematical Magazine," edited by Dr. A. Martin, Washington, D.C.,
1895 ; Vol. n., No. 9, January, 1895.
"List of Members of the London Mathematical Society," from Jamiary 15th,
18C6, to November 9th, 1893 ; 30 sessions (14th November, 1867, called 4th session,
2 previous lists).
Notes on the Theory of Groups of Finite Order (continued). By
W. BURNSIDE. Received May 7th, 1895. Read May 9th,
1895.
The first of the two notes in the present communication deals with
certain properties of groups whoso order is even. It is shoAvn that if
2m is the highest power of 2 contained in the order of a group, and if
the suh-groups of order 2'" are cyclical, the group cannot be simple;
so that, in particular, no group whose order is divisible by 2, but not
by 4, can be simple. When the highest power of 2 which divides the
order of a group is either 22 or 23 it is shown that, unless the group
contains a smaller number of distinct conjugate sets of operations of
orders 2 or 4 than the sub-groups of orders 23 and 28 respectively
contain, the group cannot be simple. In the first case, this condition
cannot be satisfied unless 3 is a factor of the order; nor can it be
satisfied in the second case unless either 3 or 7 is a factor of the
order, and, therefore, no group of even order can be simple unless its
order is divisible by 12, 1G, or 56. It seems extremely probable that
this property may bo extended to the more general form that, if
the order of a group be
N — 2mn
where n is odd, and if iV is relatively prime to 2m— 1,2"1"1—1, ... 29—l,
the group cannot be simple; but I have not hitherto succeeded in
proving this more general result.
In the second note, Dr. Cole's and Herr Holder's determination of
all simple groups whose orders do not exceed 660 is carried on from
660 to 1092, the order of the next known simple group, with the
result of showing that no simple groups exist in the interval.
